


The Space Exploration Initiative is expected to begin with small robotic missions to the
moon.

O
ver two years ago, President
Bush challenged the nation with
vision of a permanent return to

the Moon and an expedition to Mars by
people. This effort, called the Space Ex
ploration Initiative (SEI), has been
studied in some detail for the past two
years, most recently by the Synthesis
Group, an ad hoc panel headed by former
Apollo astronaut Tom Stafford, which ex
amined potential mission architectures
and the technologies necessary to carry
out the President's vision. One of the
recommendations of the Synthesis Group
was to establish a National Program Of
fice for the SEI, with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) taking the lead among other
agencies. This recommendation led to the
reestablishment of the Office of Explora
tion in NASA, which is currently examin
ing the best options to take America's first
steps back to the moon.

To help start the Exploration Initiative,
it has been decided to conduct several
small, robotic missions to the Moon
within the next three years. The need for
small unmanned missions to the Moon is
both technical and programmatic. We
must acquire strategic data to support ex
tended human operations on and around
the moon; such data include information
on the distribution and nature of lunar
resources, better knowledge of the lunar
gravity field and global surface terrain,
and the detailed characteristics of the
lunar surface in the immediate vicinity of
a human outpost site. For programmatic
aspects, it must be demonstrated that in
novative and inexpensive techniques for
conducting exploration are feasible and
that such approaches will produce quality
results.

To help inaugurate this process, a
workshop on Early Robotic Missions to
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the Moon was held at the Lunar and
Planetary Institute in Houston Texas on
February 4-6, 1992. The purpose of this
meeting was to provide an assessment of
instruments that might be candidates for
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flight as part of these early unmanned
missions to the Moon. The focus of thi
assessment was mainly scientific, that i .
an evaluation was conducted of the can
didate instruments from the perspective of
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE WORKSHOP

pertise in this area, there are no quantita
tive requirements of the type that have
been developed by the LEXSWG.

Discussions of landed payloads were
carried out in the context of the proposed
"common lunar lander," also known as
Artemis. In a briefing from the Artemis
Program Office, the workshop was told
that the payload capability would be
around 65 kilograms for the first lander,
whereas most were anticipating a
capability in the 200 kilogram category
(that increased capability is being inves
tigated for subsequent versions of the
lander). Also, the baseline design for the
lander prototype has no provisions for
power or communications. These en
gineering constraints did not effect the
workshop's assessment of the various
landed instruments under consideration.
While landed payloads in general lack the
degree of maturity that is found for orbital
payloads, a wide and interesting range of

concepts were considered that offer
the great scientific potential as well as
being useful for the more practical,
resource-oriented aspects of explor
ing the Moon.

list is deeply rooted in the traditional
science advisory process of NASA's
scientific programs, including input from
the National Research Council's Commit
tee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration,
and as such has a strong pedigree. The
workshop found that there are excellent
candidate instruments from the perspec
tive of the value of their data sets to the
thematic emphasis of the Office of Ex
ploration as well as to the high priority
scientific objectives for the study of the
Moon as set out by the Office of Space
Science and Applications.

At present, there is no prioritized listing
of data sets that would be expected from
payloads landed on the lunar surface.
Such a list is being developed, at least for
planetary science objectives, by the
LEXSWG. Therefore, the workshop was
unable to assess a given landed instrument
against specific performance require
ments, as was done for orbital instru-

THE SMALLEST, LIGHTWEIGHT
VG IN THE WORLD

Miniature gyro gives you precise vehicle control
of pitch and roll. Fully qualified. 28 VDC power.
Optional input ranges. Life tested to 1000 hours.

Applications: Guidance and control for helicopters,
target drones, missiles, torpedoes and underwater
vehicles.

ORBITAL AND LANDED
PAYLOADS

It was the consensus of the
workshop that the missions currently
being envisioned by the Office of Ex
ploration offer the opportunity to do
outstanding science, and that there
are high-quality instruments which
could be flown within three years.
While landed science instruments are
in general at a less mature state of
development than are orbital science
instruments, there are numerous
quality instruments that could be
flown on the baseline Artemis lander

The LEXSWG has spent consider- concept.
able time in developing a prioritized Flight-ready, new generation in-
Ii t of global data sets that are desired struments are, in general, not irnme-
from lunar orbital missions. As- In~. diately available, and some of the
ociated with each of these data sets SAN DIEGO more promising instruments that

.f' .. WORLDWIDE REPRESENTATION
are speci IC quantitative measure- were reviewed, while not new in con-
ment requirements. The data sets and ---:-----A---dd-·-.--I--d--'-'-f'--~-"""cept, are still at the advanced conceptments. n a ltiona an slgm Icant
associated requirements. are presented (in diversity exists for proposals dealing with testing and bread-board stages. This situa-
priority order) in Table 1, along with com- I d did al f th d al tl.·on reflects the fact that relatively littlean e pay oa s; sever 0 em e t
parisons of the performance for each data with resource characterization or utiliza- lunar instrument development has gone
et from the Apollo program or from . Whil h k h d on over the past decade and a half. Thus,tIOn. e t e wor s op possesse ex-

Earth-based studies. The existence of this most of the state-of-the-art instruments

the scientific relevance and quality of the
data set that they would return if they were
flown as part of an exploration flight pro
gram. However, instruments were also
evaluated from the perspective of
resource exploration and processing.

The Office of Exploration has estab
Ii hed four themes for early lunar robotic
mi sions: resources, terrain, gravity, and
lander missions. The term "terrain" as
u ed here implies both topography (al
timetry) and surface morphology (imag
ing). At the workshop, orbital payloads
were also categorized according to the
prioritized list of global data sets and
measurement requirements that have been
e tablished by the Lunar Exploration
Science Working Group (LEXSWG), a
tanding advisory group to the Solar Sys

tem Exploration Division of NASA's Of
fice of Space Science and Applications
(OSSA). A comparable list for landed
cience objectives and measurement re

quirements does not currently exist, .~~"IIl!Il~.~"III!~pII!II
but is under development by the
LEXSWG.

Formal announcement of the
workshop occurred in early Decem
ber 1991, wi th the deadline for
proposed concepts being January 10,
1992. The workshop was advertised
through an existing network of in
dividuals who have a long-standing
interest in lunar science and through
an announcement in the Commerce
Business Daily. Sixty instrument or
mis ion concept proposals were
received and considered by the
workshop. The proposals were rough
ly equally divided between orbital
and landed operation.
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PRIORITY MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT

1 Elemental composition Global < 100 Ian resolution, <20% precision

2 Topography Global < 1 Ian resolution, <+ 10m vertical
Gravity Global <lOOkm resolution + I mgal

3 Mineral composition Global - 500 m/pixel res., + 5% abundance

4 Imaging Global- 15 + 5 m/pixel res., LOO-300 m pos. accuracy

5 Maonetic Global - <30 km resolution, + 0.1 nT precision

6 Atmosphere Global - Species present, state; < I00 Ian resolution, + 10% precision

7 Surface thermal Global- <100 Ian resolution, 0.5 degrees K, (:t 4 mW/m2
)

Table 1. Lunar Exploration Selence Workzng Group (LEXSWG) Orbital Data Set Measurement Requirements.

that were reviewed at the workshop were
developed for non-lunar missions, or their
components have been qualified for space
flight in other contexts. The suite of in
struments that the workshop recom
mended can be flown within three years,
as long as prompt and adequate funding is
made available to the instrument teams.
The Office of Exploration should take the
lead in establishing a flight instrument
development program.

This instrument situation applies not
only to the science payloads, but to the
resource-utilization payloads that were
reviewed at the workshop. Some of these
latter payloads were considered to be
potentially quite useful to achieving the
goals of a permanent human presence on
the Moon. The maturity of the proposed
resource processing concepts is not cur
rently as high as many of the science
instruments, few possessing even bread
board hardware models. As with science
instruments, there is a critical need for
NASA to initiate a resource instrument
development activity. Resource utiliza
tion instruments could be flown in a time
frame following the more mature science
instruments, provided the development
starts soon.

RECOMMENDED MISSIONS
The workshop identified a pressing re

quirement for mobility associated with
early landed science missions on the
Moon. While not choosing a specific
means of providing surface mobility, the
mini-rover concept of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory is relatively mature and ad
dresses most of the mobility needs for
early surface exploration. The Office of
Exploration should examine whether
other engineering solutions to the fun
damental requirement for mobility are
feasible within the desired time frame.
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The workshop concluded by consider
ing possible groups of highly ranked can
didate instruments, collected together
within mission concepts that address one
or more of the Office of Exploration
"themes." Strawman payloads were
devised for two orbital mission and one
landed mission.

ORBITAL MISSION 1
RESOURCES

Three instruments proposed during this
workshop, working in combination can
provide global maps of lunar chemistry
and mineralogy that should serve as an
adequate base for the above purposes and
for additional studies for the indefinite
future. We believe that gi ven adequate and
timely resources, flight-ready versions of
these instruments can be developed to
meet a launch date within three years. The
combined mass, power, data-rate require
ments for these instruments are plausible
for orbiters of modest capacity.

A gamma-ray/neutron spectrometer
with a germanium detector would provide
global chemistry with sufficient accuracy
over the entire Moon with a low-resolu
tion footprint (dependent on orbital al
titude, but greater than a 100 km
footprint). This type of instrument is the
only one that senses composition to
depths grater than several microns. The
scientific return from this type of instru
ment is very high but there may be some
development issues associated with the
detector, particularly the requirement that
it be cooled to 70 degrees K. Should this
requirement turn out to preclude the
availability of the instrument in time for a
1995 launch, a similar instrument using a
NaI detector could provide useful,
preliminary information. Such an instru
ment would provide valuable data, par
ticularly given global coverage; however,
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from a scientific viewpoint, the need
would still remain for the acquisition of
global gamma-ray data by the Ge detector
at a later date.

A soft X-ray fluorescence instrument,
of the type to be flown imminently on the
Alexis spacecraft, can provide accurate
date for all of the major elements and with
high spatial resolution (l km pixels). This
instrument would yield far more defini
tive constraints on ideas about regolith
characteristics, origin, and evolution than
was thought possible from an orbital mis
sion until very recently.

A visible-infrared reflectance instru
ment provides information on what
minerals exist in lunar surface soils. A
full-scale imaging spectrometer collects
image data in hundreds of spectral chan
nels; thus, each pixel in the image data
possesses a single spectra of up to 256
points. There is some concern regarding
whether such an instrument can be ready
for flight in three years. Because of this
concern, a capable multispectral imager
(possessing on the order of six channels)
might be sent on an early lunar orbital
mission for compositional mapping.
While this instrument would return less
valuable data from the perspective of
science, there is little doubt that it could
be ready for flight on a fast schedule. One
of these instruments should be a part of
the first suite of instruments; the choice
between them is a matter of technical
readiness. The flight of a full-scale imag
ing spectrometer should occur even if the
multispectral imager is flown on an early
mission.

ORBITAL MISSION 2
TERRAIN

Exploration requires maps and through
the legacy of the Apollo program, we al
ready possess some knowledge of the
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CONCLUSIONS

FIBER OPTIC ROTARY JOINTS

ELECTRICAL SLIP RINGS

FLUID ROTARY UNIONS

COMBINATION UNITS

The above list of rover instruments is a
minimum that would return excellent
scientific and resource characterization
data. Other instruments, in particular an
evolved gas analyzer to measure in place
concentrations of solar wind hydrogen,
should be added to the rover payload as
resources permit.

~~~~
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Focal Technologies Inc.

40 Thornhill Drive, Unit 7
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Canada B3B 151
Tel: (902) 468-2263
Fax: (902) 468-2249

Nova Scotia Slip Rings are used to
pass signals, power and fluids
through rotationaVstationary
interfaces for turrets, launchers,
gun systems, fire control
systems, robotic vehicles and
tether reels. These rugged and
reliable products can be built
to suit a specific application.

The workshop was a very successful
exercise. Not only were logical collec
tions of instruments identified that would
address specific exploration themes, but it
was found that there is a high probability
that these instruments can be successfully
fabricated, integrated onto a spacecraft
bus, tested and launched within the rela
tively accelerated schedule proposed by
the Office of Exploration. Such a strategy
conforms well to a "faster, cheaper, bet
ter" way of conducting the nation's ex
ploration of space. The scientists that at
tended the workshop and evaluated all of
the excellent submitted proposals strong
ly endorse and support this new approach

LANDER MISSION 
SURFACE ROVER(S)

a global cartographic database that will
serve exploration needs in both science
and operations. Several imaging systems
were considered at the workshop and all
would provide quality data; all have some
flight hardware available.

The two orbital mission payloads out
lined above would provide high quality
scientific information, and all of the in
struments appear to be capable of meeting
the accelerated launch schedules being
considered by NASA. The situation with
regard to landed payloads is less clear, but
a capable suite of instruments can be
available to fly using the prototype Ar
temis lander concept.

After considering several possibilities,
the workshop concluded that a surface
rover mission is a logical candidate for the
first Artemis mission. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory has been designing and
fabricating test planetary surface rovers
for several years and a set of small, mini
rovers were described at the workshop.
Two of these mini-rovers could fit within
the 65 payload envelope of the first Ar
temis mission.

Several possible instruments could be
mounted on such a surface rover. The
basic objective of such a rover mission
would be to characterize in some detail the
compositional and physical properties of
the lunar surface in the vicinity of a poten
tial lunar outpost site. This charac
terization could either be the prelude to
more extensive surface investigation (by
robotic or human missions) or the one
time exploration of a scientifically inter
esting or operationally challenging site on
the Moon.

An alpha-proton backscatter
spectrometer would provide important in
formation on the chemical composition of
lunar soils. A Mossbauer backscatter
spectrometer would complement the
alpha-proton instrument and would pro
vide high quality mineralogical data (par
ticularly important would be data relevant
to soil maturity) on the lunar surface.
Stereo, high-resolution cameras would
document the compositional analyses,
permit the exploration community and the
general public to share the excitement of
the first return to the surface of the Moon.

topography and gravity field of the Moon.
However, serious gaps exist in these data
both in coverage and quality. Instruments
for a second orbiter focus on obtaining
both gravity and terrain information for
the entire Moon to support exploration
and to conduct scientific studies of the
Moon.

A laser altimeter can collect global al
timetry of the lunar surface, thereby
giving us an accurate picture of the lunar
figure and the gross topography of large
regions. A number of the proposed al
timeters have some degree of flight
hardware associated with them, much of
that deriving from the Mars Observer pro
gram. A decision as to which of these
devices to select is more an engineering
issue than a scientific one, as long as the
performance of the selected instrument
meets or exceeds the LEXSWG require
ments (Table 1).

A gravity experiment is needed to map
the variations in the gravity field of the
Moon on both the near and far sides; such
information is important for operations in
lunar orbit, but also to understand the in
ternal composition and state of the Moon.
Because global coverage is considered es
sential, two spacecraft are necessary to
determine the gravity field (the near side
can be done with one spacecraft); the
second spacecraft is an extremely inex
pensive "subsatellite," deployed directly
from the main orbiter. The most rapid
characterization of the global field would
come from a so-called type of orbit sug
gested in the concept presented by a group
at NASA-Goddard (in which a passive
laser reflector co-orbits with the main or
biter at a relatively low altitude). An as
sessment of instrument readiness is
probably the determining factor as to
which technique is selected to measure the
lunar gravity field.

Coupling of imaging with altimetry and
gravity is a solid package from the
perspective of the science return as well
as from the perspective of operational in
formation that would be of long-term use
to the Exploration Initiative. The imaging
system flown should be capable of taking
stereo imaging data at the ground resolu
tion of 15 meters/p!xel; a high-resolution
mode (2 meters/pixel) would permit the
detailed study of specific sites that may be
of interest for future landed missions,
either human or robotic. Such an imaging
instrument will permit the construction of
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